
This week:  

In this week’s issue we discuss the $40000 retest in Bitcoin/Dollar.

We also discuss a similar retest in Ethereum/Dollar just below $3000.

There’s a follow-up discussion regarding the S&P 500.

For ‘Caught Our Eye’, we share a thread by crypto market making firm mgnr on their 
recent social experiment. 

 

https://coinmarketcap.com/coins/views/all/
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Dear reader,

Thank you for subscribing to TechnicalRoundup. We are grateful for your readership 
and hope that you stay with us for many future issues.

The premise behind this newsletter is simple: you get all your high time frame charts 
for the most important digital assets in one place. Same place, same time, every 
week.

Whether you are a short-term trader looking for a bias heading into the week, or a 
cautious investor trying to get a sense for this new asset class, we are confident that 
there is something you will find valuable in the coming pages.

We are not a signals service. That much is obvious. What we can offer you, however, 
is something better: a logical framework, a consistent method, and robust analysis. 
Every week.

We are not perfect. We will get things wrong. When we do, you will know because we 
will discuss them thoroughly. If the markets are unclear or uninteresting, we will not 
force out analysis that we do not believe to be compelling. Whilst we can not promise 
perfection, we will do our utmost to be honest and transparent.

Enough text, you must want to see some charts at this point!

We hope you enjoy TechnicalRoundup.

If for any reason you do not, or have feedback for us of any kind, it will be graciously 
received via email at letters@technicalroundup.com.
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1. Bitcoin Rangebound Following
$40000 Bounce

 

https://www.tradingview.com/x/hpFInsyK/

https://www.tradingview.com/x/uDbdR09a/
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Bitcoin/Dollar entered a period of reduced volatility after finding support at $40000.

The technicals are largely unchanged from last week. $38000-$40000 support, 
$45000 resistance. That is the trading range at the moment.

When it comes to time frames, the weekly chart is least flattering of all. Price closed 
below support at $45200, but unlike the daily time frame, hasn’t yet reached support 
at $38200.

Normally that doesn’t matter too much given levels aren’t meant to be surgically 
accurate, but weekly levels staying untested (especially when price is trading so close 
to them) is rather uncommon. That may be suggestive of a test later this week (or 
Cred is coping).

Commentary aside, 2 trades seem reasonable to us.

If you’re conservative, a $45000 reclaim would be a good sign for trend continuation 
higher. $50000 would be the first trouble area, but there’s a good chance that it 
would break quite early and pave the way towards $54000-$59000 (the pre-
breakdown range).

If you’re aggressive, the market looks like shit on a weekly close below $38200. 
Accordingly, if it starts to turbo nuke sub-$40000 (and into the mid-$30000 for a 
wick), that is where your risk-to-reward is maximised given the proximity to 
invalidation. If there’s no bounce and/or the bounce is weak and still closes below 
$38200, the bullish case is likely cooked and the probability that the preceding rally 
was a complacency bounce becomes very high.

In summary, above $45000 and below $40000 are the areas to look to do business on 
the long side. Everywhere else is less risk-defined and quite choppy. 



https://blockfolio.com/


2. Ethereum Mirrors Bitcoin at
$3000 Support

 

https://www.tradingview.com/x/Vmc8otHT/

https://www.tradingview.com/x/NoBJlVPx/
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Another week filled with similarities between Bitcoin and Ethereum.

Price reached key support (daily $2750-$2890) and bounced. The bounce didn’t get 
terribly far, and the market is more or less at the same level.

DonAlt’s thesis here is sound. Essentially: Ethereum outperformance and moon as 
long as Bitcoin doesn’t doom. 

In the moon scenario, trend continuation setups will likely emerge above resistance 
at $3500. That specific flip would be particularly attractive given the proximity to the 
former all-time high; it would almost certainly get smashed (or, at least, an all-time 
high triple top is significantly less probable).

If candles stay red and knife-catching is on the agenda, there’s multi-time frame 
support at $2300 or around the $2000 handle more broadly (we’ve all seen how far 
wicks can go on this market).

Much like Bitcoin/Dollar, we don’t want the triple/quadruple bottom at $1900 to be 
tested, or at least for price to stay there. Revisiting those lows would likely signal a 
breakdown more so than yet another support test.

In summary, above $3500 and below/around $2300 are the areas to look to do 
business on the long side. Other levels are less clear to us.



3. S&P 500 Stays Shaky  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/rVmqMQP7/

S&P 500 selling is still acting as a headwind against crypto’s progress.

The bounce that materialised over the past week is being sold into, and risks forming 
into a lower high following a lower low i.e. bearish market structure continuation.

Again, our views on this market are pedestrian at best, but it’s also not something we 
want to ignore, especially for bigger moves.

A move above 4485 would be welcome, as it would signal a higher high and thus a 
bullish break in market structure. The 50-day moving average, another helpful proxy 
for trend, would also be reclaimed in that case.

Whatever combination of Evergrande/taper/inflation/debt ceiling/supply chain 
crisis/fuel shortage/technical correction/[insert narrative here] that may be the 
‘cause’ of this move lower, the impact on crypto is quite noticeable. If this risk-off 
environment persists, we do not expect crypto to decouple from it in the short to 
medium term.

The good news is that the S&P 500 has been enjoying a secular uptrend since its 
inception, so bullish trend continuation is a ‘when’ question, not an ‘if’ question.
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4.Caught Our Eye - mgnr Psyops  
A leading market making firm created a ‘fake’ project and documented the entire 
experience.

It’s fascinating and speaks for itself, with no added commentary.

Read it here.
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